
 
PRE-CONFERENCE SESSIONS - THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8th

 

 
 

8.1 AIK Battling Rope Certification Course with Dan Henderson 
 
9:00AM - 5:00PM  
 
This comprehensive training will revolutionize your training programs, generating 
excitement, incredible results and great interaction. Battling Ropes are a brilliant tool for 
metabolic training, power, strength endurance, partner interaction and aerobic endurance. 
They are dynamic, challenging and multi-dimensional. The versatility of Battling Ropes 
means they can be used for 1-on-1 training, partner and group training with a combination of wave, 

pulling and plyometric exercises: challenging, unique and enjoyable activities that will enhance your 

group sessions. This course will teach you a system of progression so you can challenge clients 
of varying levels. You will learn how to break each movement into phases and coach it step 
by step. You will also learn how to program for different parameters and levels of ability.  

Why you should do this course: 

1. Battling Ropes are Fun and Effective. People love using them and they get great results. 
2. It will make you and your sessions stand out. Your sessions will be creative, unique and 

enjoyable 
3. It will position you as an expert as you will be one of few people worldwide that is 

certified in this terrific training system 
 
CECs:  0.7 CECs, 0.5 CEUs 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 240  Early Bird Rate (Non-Delegates): USD 270 
Regular Rate (Delegates):     USD 270  Regular Rate (non-Delegates):     USD 295 
   

Price includes: certificate, manual  
 
 
 

8.2 LTS – LeBarre Instructor Training with Jenn Hall 
 
9:00AM - 5:00PM 
 
IDEA Health and Fitness Magazine placed it #7 of their top 16 list of workouts - the only 
Barre program on the list - and Fitness Business Magazine featured it on its cover.  LTS le 
BARRE combines the hottest method of dance-inspired conditioning, ballet barre training, 
with a traditional fitness movement adapted for the GENERAL FITNESS POPULATION!  

Become a LeBarre instructor and learn how to target every audience from couch potato to 
athlete in this format incorporating Balance, Agility, Resistance, working Recovery and 
Eloquence into a challenging full body workout using the Lebert EQUALIZER. Every muscle 
will be used in an innovative way and participants will soon be “dancing” their way to better 
cardiovascular health and improved core strength in an un-intimidating fun and effective 
barre-based fitness class. 



 
 
CECs:  7.25 AFAA; 1.0 ACE; 4 FIT; 4 PTS 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 199   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 229 
Regular Rate (Delegates):     USD 229  Regular Rate (non-Delegates):     USD 254 
 
Price includes: TBA 

 
 
 

8.3 Integrative Corrective Exercise (I.C.E.) Approach to Working with 
the Baby Boomer and Senior Client with Evan Osar 
 
9:00AM - 5:00PM 

Baby boomers and seniors are the largest growing segment of our population and 

understand that they must remain active to live healthy and productive lives. Increasing 

numbers of boomers and seniors are seeking out qualified fitness professionals who know 

how to work with their unique needs and not simply train them like they are 20 years old 

and/or professional athletes! In this informative and interactive workshop, you will discover 

the principles for developing a Specific and Applicable Functional Exercise (S.A.F.E.™) 

program that includes corrective through progressive to balance exercise designed 

specifically for the baby boomer and senior populations. Utilizing the principles of S.A.F.E.™ 

will provide you with the strategies and the ability to seamlessly marry your client’s goals 

with their needs.  

CECs:  TBA 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 169   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 189 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 189    Regular Rate (non-Delegates):  USD 214 
 
Price includes: TBA 

 
 
 
 

8.4 Advanced Applications of Bodyweight Training with JC Santana 
 
9:00AM - 5:00PM 

 

 If you thought bodyweight training was just for beginners, you are in for a big surprise! If 
you are short on equipment, time, and space – fear not!  JC Santana has designed the most 
advanced Bodyweight Training systems in the industry and in this interactive workshop you 
will feel its power. JC Santana will cover everything from single-limb, unilateral training 
concepts all the way through to partner lifts and metabolic protocols. This full day seminar 
will definitely give you the tools to train for elite athletic performance with the best tool in 
the world – the human body!  Come feel and understand the true meaning of GORILLA 
STRENGTH! 



 
 CECs:  n/a 

Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 150   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 175 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 175   Regular Rate (non-Delegates): USD 200 
 
Price includes: TBA 

 
 
 

8.5 Performance Nutrition with Dominique Adair 
 

9:00AM - 5:00PM 
 
Jump higher, run faster, lift heavier, and get leaner with a solid application of performance 
nutrition.  Intelligent nutrition is essential to an effective fitness training program.  What we 
eat and when we eat are both critical to athletic performance.  This course reviews 
evidenced-based recommendations for energy estimation, macronutrient ratios, meal 
frequency timed to athletic objectives, hydration supplementation, and practical tools for 
meal planning and prep.  Incorporating a scientifically sound diet and a proper nutrition 
regimen can radically increase the effectiveness of your clients' fitness training, resulting in 
more lean mass, less body fat, and greater energy levels.  Whether you work with pro, 
collegiate or enthusiastic recreational athletes this course will give you the tools you need to 
integrate evidenced based nutrition recommendations into your clients (or your own!) 
training programs. 
 

CECs: n/a 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 229 Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 259 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 259 Regular Rate (non-Delegates):     USD 309 
  
Price Includes: Digital pdf of slide deck, reference list and recommended reading.  5 email 
exchanges per participant with instructor post-course.  

 
 
 
 

8.6 Master Habits - A Powerful Compass to Success with Peter Twist 

 
1:00PM - 5:00PM (Half Day Only) 
 
If you desire to impact more people, sustain your passion, grow your career and discover 
more success in life, this pre-conference Summit is for YOU. Coaching, training and teaching 
are energy-giving disciplines in a challenging industry. Even Leaders need a place to plug in 
and recharge. Do you thrive on positive energy? Peter Twist will coach you to kick your butt 
into high gear, face your daunting challenges and go after exciting opportunities.  Are your 
efforts and actions always serving you best? Pause to laser aim your compass with 
techniques, tips, success mapping, business visioning, collaborative learning and plenty of 
laughter.  Regain energy aware of the 7 Forms of Wealth to clear your mind, boost your 
spirit and remind you of your "why".   Learn what it takes to come back when knocked 



 
down, get recharged, refine your own game plan, and be ready to go after your dreams. This 
is for people who want to up their game and redefine success that aligns with who they are 
and what they love. Better every day... 

CECs:  n/a 

Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD    99 Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 119 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD  119 Regular Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 144 
  
Price Includes:  TBA 
 
 
   

8.7  Behavioral Coaching Certificate – Unleashing Your Special Talent 
with Fabio Comana   
  
9:00AM - 4:30PM 
 
Looking to elevate yourself from good to great?  Coaching, not training, differentiates 
successful trainers from the rest. As fitness continues to evolve into wellness, it is important 
to retool and retrain for the next 10 – 20 years to remain relevant .  Join this interactive 
workshop to learn many effective coaching skills – rapport-building, a client-centered, ask-
orientated experiential approach and empowering sustainable change, while also showing 
you how to your brand and tribe.  Cream always rises, so let’s rethink the way you train, so 
as to become the cream and evolve to the next level as a leader in your field.  The methods 
suggested will expand your knowledge and skills to make this transition happen.  
  
Upon completion of this workshop, participants will be able to: 

 Discuss the key differences between coaching and training. 
 Explain various rapport-building and communication strategies to effectively 

connect with clients. 
 Implement simple, but essential behavioral change strategies that foster a 

sense of importance, and relevance, while promoting self-efficacy. 
 Apply successful methods to build their brand, reach their target audience 

and build their loyalty to their services. 
 
CECs:  TBA 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 159   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 184 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 184   Regular Rate (non-Delegates):       USD  209 
    
Price Includes:  manual, certificate 

    
 
 

 

  



 
8.8 ViPR® Movement Preparation Workshop with Tommy Yau 

9:00AM - 5:00PM 
 
Human tissue is designed to be dynamic. With our modern lifestyles, however, skin, muscle 
and fascia have a tendency to become less dynamic. If any of these tissues lose elasticity, the 
whole structure begins to break down, becoming less efficient and effective. In this full-day 
workshop, learn how a ViPR movement preparation program can help restore body-wide 
tissue dynamics, leading to superior movement efficiency and effectiveness while greatly 
decreasing the risk of tissue injury, be it chronic or acute stress. 
 
The objectives of this full day workshop are to: 

 Have participants develop an understanding of why they should use ViPR as part of 
their clients’ warm-ups 

 Give participants’ the confidence and a baseline understanding of how to perform 
ViPR movement preparation exercises themselves 

 Learn strategies of how to implement the movement prep series in their practice 
with clients of all types.  
 

CECs:  TBA 
 

Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 250 Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 300 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 300 Regular Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 350 
 
Price Includes:  manual, certificate of completion.  
 

 
 
8.9 TRX® FUNCTIONAL Training Course with Fraser Quelch 

9:00AM - 5:00PM 
 
Learn how to teach circuit-based small group workouts with TRX and additional modalities 
with this innovative, one-day Level 1 course.  Build on the baseline standards you learned in 
the TRX Suspension Training Course to apply foundational movement based training 
techniques across other modalities such as, kettlebells, heavy ropes, Rip® Trainers, sandbags 
and more. Master foundational movements on the Suspension Trainer and begin to apply 
these learnings on up to seven different modalities. Learn how to lead multiple circuit-based 
workouts for personal training, small group or large group training. 

 
CECs (pending):  0.7 ACE; AFAA 5.0; NASM 0.7; NSCA 0.8; PTA Global 0.8  
 

Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 295 Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 315 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 315 Regular Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 335 

Price Includes:  manual, certificate of completion. H BE 



 

TE 

 
ORIENTATION SESSION FOR ALL, THURSDAY EVENING, OCTOBER 8TH    

 
6:00PM – 7:00PM 
 

0181 – Make the Most of Your AFC - Orientation Session for All by Sara 
Kooperman and AFC Presenter Team 
 
Make sure you find out firsthand all that is happening at AFC 2015. Come to this orientation and get a 
sneak preview of what we have to offer, how to plan your days to make the most of your energy and 
thirst for knowledge and skills and how to get out there and meet some great presenters and fellow 
fitness professionals throughout the event. Whether you are a first-timer or are returning for more 
from AFC, be sure to get hints about how to maximize your take-homes from the convention!   

  



 
 

POST-CONFERENCE SESSIONS, MONDAY, OCTOBER 12TH  
 
 
12.1  Prenatal Fitness Certification with Farel Hrushka 
 
9:00AM – 5:00PM 
 
The world of prenatal fitness is new and exciting! Not only is it “ok” to exercise in a healthy 
pregnancy, it is recommended. Current prenatal fitness research is uncovering so many 
amazing benefits of prenatal exercise for both mom and baby! This certification will prepare 
you to offer prenatal fitness in your communities. Learn exercises, form and function, ways 
to market yourself and more! This is much needed in the market. Moms need trainers with 
safe and appropriate knowledge to lead them through this amazing time in their lives. 
 
CEC’s: TBA  
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates):   USD 249                Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):  USD 279 
Regular Rate (Delegates):       USD 274  Regular Rate (non-Delegates):     USD 304 
 
Price includes:  
 
 
 

12.2  The Ultimate Personal Training Workshop with JC Santana 
 
9:00AM – 5:00PM 
 
Join JC Santana as he covers all of the ingredients that will allow any trainer to go beyond 
their wildest expectations.  This workshop will revolutionize the current mindset of the 
personal trainer and deliver many of his proven promotional strategies to generate limitless 
income potential.  Santana will then discuss his unbeatable training system and guide the 
attendees through his "Best of the best" exercises.  Finally, this workshop will provide the 
latest scientific breakthroughs in nutrition and provide the optimal nutritional approach to 
altering body composition. Money-making promotions, proven training and the latest in 
body-enhancing nutrition - any more questions?  You can't miss this one! 
 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 150   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 175 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD  175   Regular Rate (non-Delegates):    USD  200 
 
Price includes:  
 
 

  



 
12.3  Olympic Weightlifting System for Athletes - Setup, Correct and 
Succeed Quickly with Mark Cannella 
 
9:00-5:00PM 
 
 Learn the Columbus Weightlifting System to training Olympic lifts: a good start equals a 
good finish. Learn to set up over the bar properly, to push through the floor correctly and to 
move under the bar so as strive towards athletic perfection.  In this signature 3-step Olympic 
approach, athletes will be brought through the key fundamental movement patterns quickly 
and safely. Learn to coach the Olympic lifts while assessing and correcting in this in-depth 
workshop that gives you the fundamental cues to succeed as an athlete and coach. 

 
CEC’s: TBA  
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 179   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 199 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD  199   Regular Rate (non-Delegates):  USD   224 
 

Price includes: TBA 
 
 
 
 

12.4   Hyperwear Boot Camp Instructor Course with  SGT Ken® 
 

9:00AM – 1:00PM (HALF DAY ONLY) 
 
Looking for an authentic Boot Camp Instructor Course that can be completed in half of a 
day? Hyperwear® has teamed up with SGT Ken®, US Army Master Fitness Trainer, Master 
Resilience Trainer and highly decorated combat veteran in order to bring you a tactical 
fitness trainer crash course like no other! You will be immersed in proper form and safety 
protocols, planning and executing foundational fitness programs for indoor and outdoor 
environments, cadence calls, circuit fitness training, military-style obstacle courses and 
fitness tests, fitness games, partner-assisted exercises, individual tracking techniques and 
program implementation. Most of all, you will using some of the most durable and reliable 
fitness products in the industry, the Hyperwear® SandBell™ and SandRope™. Don’t miss you 
chance to learn what it takes to become a fitness Drill Sergeant in just four hours! 
 
CEC’s: TBA  
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 99   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):  USD 119 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 119  Regular Rate (non-Delegates):    USD 144 
 

Price includes: TBA 
 
 

  



 
12.5 Yin Yoga: Foundation Training & Experiential Intensive with Marla 
Ericksen 

 
9:00AM – 3:00PM  
 
This intensive will introduce participants to the essential foundation practices of Yin Yoga.  
While the training will highlight the receptive Yin style postures; complementary Yang yoga 
forms will be included to provide balance and context. We will study the purpose, method 
and effects of Yin Yoga on the body, the heart and the mind.  This session is designed to be 
both an introduction and immersion in Yin Yoga.  For teachers, this session will cultivate 
both confidence and competence in sharing the practice.  It will also provide a solid platform 
for independent discovery of body-based consciousness through personal practice for any 
Yogi.  The entire session will be conducted through the lens of mindfulness in order to 
benefit from the immediate and lingering effects of Yin Yoga in the larger context of life.  
This session is suitable for aspiring and certified Yoga teachers, therapeutic practitioners, 
fitness professionals and dedicated yoga students who are interested in a comprehensive 
introduction to this profound collection of practices in universal balance, human energetics 
and spiritual evolution. 
 
CEC’s: ACE 0.4, NASM 0.4 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 189    Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 249 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD  249   Regular Rate (non-Delegates):  USD  274 
 

Price includes: TBA 
 
 
 
 

12.6  BARE® Workout Instructor Training with Emily Splichal 
 

9:00AM – 3:00PM 
 
Created by Podiatrist and Barefoot Training Specialist®, Dr Emily Splichal - BARE® is the only 
workout that combines the benefits of barefoot science and balance training into one of 
intense workout! BARE® is the only barefoot balance training workout uniquely designed to 
build strength and improve alignment from the ground up. Through progressive barefoot 
balance sequences, jumps and triplanar movements, BARE® will burn, tone and define! 
 

CEC’s:  0.6 NASM, 0.6 ACE, 4.75 AFAA CECs  

 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 199         Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 224 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 224         Regular Rate (non-Delegates):       USD 249 
 
Price Includes: TBA 
 
 

 
 



 
 
12.7 Certified Power Plate Trainer Fundamentals with Rich Colosi and 
Stephen Powell 
 

9:00AM – 5:00PM 
 
In order to integrate Power Plate into your everyday programming, the CPPT pathway was 
created to empower the trainer, coach or practitioner with the skills and knowledge to 
successfully assimilate Power Plate technology within their business, facility, or clinical and 
rehabilitation setting. Our goal is to provide the most current, relevant, and up to date 
information regarding whole body vibration (WBV). This includes education on the 
mechanisms by which WBV enhances the neuromusculoskeletal system; the method of 
nerve to muscle adaptation called Reflexive Stabilization; and the opportunity to experience 
the fundamentals of functional movement and integration. 
 
CECs: REPS UK – 4 CPD points; ACE 0.6, NASM 0.7, Can Fit Pro 3, NSCA 0.7, SCW 5.5, PTAG 
0.7 
 
Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 150   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):   USD 200 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 200  Regular Rate (non-Delegates):      USD 250 
 

Price includes: TBA 

 
 

 
12.8  BOSU® Personal Training Specialty Certification with Douglas 
Brooks 
 
9:00AM – 5:00PM 
 
The BOSU® Personal Training Certification teaches you a unique system for incorporating 
strength, cardio, core, balance and agility into one full body workout with the BOSU® 
Balance Trainer, Ballast® Ball, POWERSTAX™, and Soft Fitness Ball. This training will give you 
the theory and science behind functional training, as well as new and exciting BOSU® 
exercises that can be used for one-on-one personal training or small group settings. Learn 
how to teach and coach a full workout consisting of 6 triplexes that focus on different 
components of fitness, as well as progressions and regressions for all levels of fitness. In 
addition, you will take away 6 bonus challenges that can be added to any workout for 
motivation and fun. Get ready to take your training to a higher level!    
CEC’s:  
 

Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 350   Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates): USD 375 
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD  375  Regular Rate (non-Delegates): USD 400 

 

Price includes: Participants will receive the BOSU® Personal Training Certification Manual 
and DVD. 

 
 



 
 
12.9 World Calisthenics Organization StreetFiit® Level 1 with Kenneth 
Gallarzo  
 
9:00AM – 5:00PM 
 
The knowledge and Technique gained from the WCO® StreetFiit® Level 1 workshop will take 
your physical and mental development to a whole new level in the Sport and Training of 
Calisthenics! Body-weight strength training has always been loved by the old-time Coaches 
and Athletes for a reason. It generates massive power, coordination and balance, protects 
the joints, Chisels an amazing physique, builds tendon integrity, creates greater Range Of 
Motion and if programmed correctly can be one of the best Cardio/Metabolic workouts you 
have ever had! The foundation and fundamentals to Mastering your Body starts with the 
WCO StreetFiit® Level 1 workshop. 
 
 

CEC’s:  
 

Early Bird Rate (Delegates): USD 135     Early Bird Rate (non-Delegates):    USD 160   
Regular Rate (Delegates)  USD 160    Regular Rate (non-Delegates):      USD 185 

 

Price includes: TBA 
 

 


